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Abstract—Trajectory planning for automated parking has been
widely known as more challenging than that for on-road driving due
to the nonconvex kinematics, high-dimensional collision-avoidance
constraints, and difficulty to determine the global optimum among
many local optima. Changes in a dynamic environment easily make
a previously planned parking trajectory invalid. Compared with
the on-road planners which evade newly emerged obstacles via
a nudge or side pass, a parking planner has to replan a com-
pletely different trajectory for evasion. A qualified online trajec-
tory replanner should run fast, ensure trajectory continuity, and
avoid extra halfway stops. This paper proposes a parallel stitching
strategy to fulfill these demands. When the ego vehicle tracks an
originally planned parking trajectory online, an evasive trajectory
begins to be replanned once a new obstacle is found to block the
way. Thereafter, a connective trajectory is planned, the two ends
of which are future poses along the original trajectory and the
evasive trajectory, respectively. The two ends of the connective
trajectory are chosen by greedily evaluating various candidates via
parallel computation, which ensures that our replanner runs fast
with high solution quality. According to our real-world experiments
and simulations, the proposed replanner outperforms the existing
ones w.r.t. solution speed and quality. As an interesting feature, our
proposed replanner also supports switching to a better homotopy
class online.

Index Terms—Automated parking, trajectory planning,
trajectory replanning, numerical optimal control, parallel
stitching.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AUTOMATED parking refers to driving an autonomous
vehicle from an initial pose to a desired goal pose in a

parking lot, during which the vehicle should avoid collisions
with the surrounding obstacles [1]–[4]. As a critical module in
an automated parking system, trajectory planning is responsible
for finding a kinematically feasible and collision-free curve with
the traverse time and energy minimized [5]–[12]. In contrast
with the on-road planners that generate smooth trajectories
[13], [14], a parking-oriented planner deals with more complex
problems. Herein, the complicity is reflected by the following
few factors. First, the equations used to model the vehicle
kinematics are nonconvex. Second, the geometric constraints
used to restrict vehicle-to-obstacle collisions (denoted as the
collision-avoidance constraints) are highly nonconvex and even
non-differentiable [2]. Third, the dimension of the collision-
avoidance constraints is tightly combined with the obstacle
density, which easily makes the runtime of a trajectory planner
change drastically. Fourth, huge numbers of local optima are
observed in a parking planning problem, which are caused not
only by the topological homotopy classes [15], but also by the
maneuver times and the phases of the endpoint angle [5]. These
factors account for the reason why most of the well-developed
on-road trajectory planners cannot handle parking cases [16],
[17]. Therefore, automated parking trajectory planning is a
special task in an autonomous driving system.

Changes in a dynamic environment can easily make a pre-
viously planned parking trajectory invalid. Compared with the
on-road planners that can easily evade newly emerging obstacles
through a nudge or side pass, a parking planner may have to
replan a completely different trajectory for evasion (Fig. 1).
This means that the originally planned parking trajectory is no
longer useful because it cannot serve as a valid initial guess
to warm-start the replanning procedure. As another challenge,
the trajectory replanning process should be fast because the
ego vehicle is moving with a nonzero velocity online. If the
replanner runs slowly, then the ego vehicle would deviate much
from the initial pose considered in the replanner, thus making
the replanned trajectory invalid. Intuitively, one may stop the
vehicle once it detects new obstacles along the predefined park-
ing trajectory, replan an evasive trajectory, and restart the tra-
jectory tracking process. However, this behavior renders more
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Fig. 1. Originally planned trajectory and an online replanned trajectory from
the spot that a new obstacle is detected at the current pose. Note that the two
trajectories are completely different w.r.t. homotopy class and maneuver time,
which make replanning for parking far more challenging than that for on-road
driving.

intermediate stops, which may further lead to delays and emis-
sions. Therefore, it deserves to investigate how to replan a fast
and high-quality trajectory in automated parking.

Broadly speaking, environmental changes in a parking-related
scenario are caused by the existence of 1) unpredictable moving
agents such as pedestrians, 2) obstacles that were previously out
of the vision range, or 3) obstacles suddenly drop to the terrain
where the ego vehicle moves. The first two factors are related
to perception and prediction techniques while the third factor is
the focus of this study.

A. Related Works

Generally speaking, online trajectory replanning problems
can be handled by three types of methods, which are reviewed
as follows.

The first type of method plans fail-safe trajectories. Con-
cretely, an emerging obstacle is regarded as a failure if it blocks
the original trajectory. Assuming that such failures may happen
in the near future, a fail-safe planner generates evasive trajecto-
ries as precautions [18]. However, this method is more suitable
for on-road cruising scenarios because the underlying failures
in an unstructured parking scenario are difficult to enumerate.

The second type of method replans a local evasive trajectory
around the emerging obstacles so that the ego vehicle bypasses
them via nudge behaviors locally. However, this method is still
not fully suitable for automated parking schemes because the
newly added obstacles easily make thorough changes to the
parking trajectory rather than minor ones as depicted in Fig. 1.

The third type of method is about quickly replanning an
evasive trajectory online with the latest scenario considered.
Given that the ego vehicle is not static during the online re-
planning process, it easily renders a mismatch if the evasive
trajectory is planned from the vehicle’s current pose [19]. This
is because the ego vehicle has moved to a different spot and no

longer stays at the current pose when the evasive trajectory is
available. To address this issue, a stitching method was proposed
in [20], which would plan an evasive trajectory from a future pose
rather than the current pose along the original trajectory. This
method does not involve any mismatch if the evasive trajectory
is derived before the ego vehicle reaches the specified future
pose. This stitching strategy sounds intuitively reasonable but
it easily renders solution failures. The rationale behind this
argument is given as follows. The existing parking trajectory
planners that run sufficiently fast to handle the concerned re-
planning task mainly include sampling-and-search-based and
numerical-optimization-based methods [21]. A numerical opti-
mizer typically relies on a sampling-and-search-based planner
to warm start [5], [22], [23], which indicates that nearly all
parking-oriented planners rely on sampling-and-search-based
methods. If sampling in the state space, a sampling-and-search-
based method is unaware of the control profiles, thus it may
require the ego vehicle to go backward when the forward velocity
and acceleration are still large. If so, a solution failure occurs
because the planned trajectories are beyond the ego vehicle’s
physical limits. Sampling in the control space can address this
issue but it involves the curse of dimensionality, which con-
sumes more runtime. Even if the solution failure risk can be
ignored, some prevalent sampling-and-search-based methods
such as the hybrid A∗ algorithm [24] do not ensure finding
a good homotopy class, which makes the solution quality in
question. Given that direct stitching is imperfect due to the
embedded sampling-and-search-based planners, Jang et al. [18]
proposed a computational stitching strategy with the help of
a transitional trajectory. Concretely, an evasive trajectory is
replanned the moment that new obstacles are detected online;
thereafter, a connective trajectory is quickly planned to steer the
ego vehicle toward the evasive trajectory via model predictive
control (MPC); a complete replanning result is constructed by
sequentially combining the original trajectory in part, the con-
nective trajectory, and the evasive trajectory in part. However,
this method does not ensure that such a connective trajectory is
always collision-free.

As a conclusion, there has not been a qualified trajectory
replanner that runs fast with a high solution quality for parking-
related cases.

B. Motivation and Contribution

The purpose of this paper is to develop a parking-oriented
online trajectory replanner for suddenly appearing obstacles.
We expect that the replanner runs fast without extra halfway
stops, considers the vehicle kinematics well, ensures safety, and
ensures sufficient continuity of the replanned trajectory. To that
end, we choose the third type of method mentioned in Section I.A
because the first two types cannot handle generic parking cases.
To reduce the side effects of sampling-and-search-based plan-
ners, we follow the computational stitching strategy proposed
in [18] and modify it. The core contribution of this paper lies in
the proposal of a parallel stitching strategy for parking-oriented
online trajectory replanning problems. In our proposed method,
candidate connective trajectories with their two ends imposed
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to various spots along the original and evasive trajectories are
quickly planned through parallel computation so that different
stitching attempts are tried before the minimal-cost one that
passes the collision check is greedily selected. Our proposal
addresses the issues in the direct stitching method and the
computational stitching method w.r.t. the solution feasibility,
speed, and optimality.

C. Organization

In the remainder of this paper, the replanning scheme is stated
in Section II. Our proposed parallel stitching method is intro-
duced in Section III. Simulation and real-world experimental
results are discussed in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn in
Section V finally.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section defines the concerned parking-oriented trajectory
replanning problem. Suppose that an original parking trajectory
is planned offline before the vehicle begins to move at t = 0.
We assume that the original trajectory is valid, i.e., it connects
the initial and goal poses while ensuring kinematic feasibility
and collision avoidance. Let us denote the original trajectory
as Trajoriginal(t), t ∈ [0, tf ],where tf stands for the moment that
the ego vehicle should reach the goal pose if it perfectly tracks
Trajoriginal. At any moment t ∈ [0, tf ], the state and control
profiles related to the vehicle kinematics are all recorded in
Trajoriginal(t). This work adopts the well-known bicycle model
[5] to describe the ego vehicle’s kinematic principle during the
low-speed parking process:

d

dt

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(t)
y(t)
θ(t)
v(t)
φ(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

v(t) · cos θ(t)
v(t) · sin θ(t)

v(t) · tanφ(t)/LW

a(t)
ω(t)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, ∀t. (1)

In (1), (x(t), y(t)) refers to the coordinate value of the ego
vehicle’s rear-axle midpoint in the Cartesian frame, θ(t) is the
yaw angle, v(t) is the longitudinal velocity, a(t) denotes the
acceleration, φ(t) is the steering angle, ω(t) is the angular
velocity of φ(t), and LW denotes the vehicle wheelbase. The
state profiles comprise x(t), y(t), θ(t), v(t), and φ(t), while the
control profiles include a(t) and ω(t).

Suppose that there used to be NOBS static obstacles (denoted
by obsold) taken into consideration when planning the original
trajectory prior to t = 0. After the ego vehicle begins to track
Trajoriginal at t = 0, a static obstacle obsnew is newly detected
at t = t0 < tf and a collision to obsnew happens soon if the ego
vehicle continues to track the original trajectoryTrajoriginal. The
trajectory replanning task is about finding a new trajectory from
t = t0 to a future moment tend (unknown a priori) to guide the
ego vehicle to the predefined goal pose without colliding with
obsnew ∪ obsold.

This work uses an optimal control problem (OCP) to de-
scribe the trajectory replanning scheme. The constraints in the
concerned OCP comprised the kinematic constraints, two-point
boundary constraints, and collision-avoidance constraints. The

kinematic constraints include (1) and

− amax ≤ a(t) ≤ amax,

− vmax ≤ v(t) ≤ vmax,

− Ωmax ≤ ω(t) ≤ Ωmax,

− Φmax ≤ φ(t) ≤ Φmax, ∀t. (2)

The two-point boundary constraints are
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(t0)
y(t0)
θ(t0)
v(t0)
φ(t0)
a(t0)
ω(t0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Trajoriginal(t0).x
Trajoriginal(t0).y
Trajoriginal(t0).θ
T rajoriginal(t0).v
Trajoriginal(t0).φ
Trajoriginal(t0).a
Trajoriginal(t0).ω

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(tend)
y(tend)
θ(tend)
v(tend)
φ(tend)
a(tend)
ω(tend)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

xend

yend

θend

0
0
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(3)
wherein (xend, yend, θend) denotes the predefined goal pose. The
collision-avoidance constraints are briefly described as

footprint (x(t), y(t), θ(t)) �⊂ obsnew ∪ obsold, ∀t ∈ [t0, tend].
(4)

Herein, footprint(·) is a mapping from the vehicle pose to
its footprint, thus (4) ensures that the ego vehicle body does not
overlap with any of the obstacles in the environment throughout
the entire parking process. A concrete version of (4) can be
presented by various methods such as [2], [5], or [23].

The cost function of the OCP is simply defined as the traverse
time:

J = tend − t0, (5)

As a summary, the concerned trajectory replanning task can
be presented as

Minimize(5),

s.t.,kinematic constraints(1), (2);

two point boundary constraints(3);

collision avoidance constraints(4). (6)

III. ONLINE TRAJECTORY REPLANNING METHOD

Suppose that the ego vehicle would collide with a buffer region
of obsnew at t = t1 if it continues to track the original trajectory
after finding obsnew at t = t0. Herein, the buffer of obsnew is
created via inflating obsnew by a small user-specified distance
Sbuffer > 0. From Section III.A to III.D, we temporarily hold
an assumption that (t1 − t0) is sufficiently long so that the ego
vehicle has sufficient time to finish the online trajectory replan-
ning. In the last subsection, we introduce a fail-safe strategy to
do without this assumption.

A. Overall Framework

As shown in Fig. 2, the entire replanned trajectory comprises
three consecutive segments.

The first segment is part of the original trajectory. This means
that we follow the basic stitching strategy so that the ego vehicle
continues to track the original trajectory for some time after
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Fig. 2. Schematics on the components of a replanned trajectory.

t = t0, during which the ego vehicle keeps thinking about how
to evade obsnew ∪ obsold. We request the online thinking process
to complete within Tthink seconds, i.e., the thinking process
finishes before t = t0 +Tthink. The second segment is denoted
as a connective trajectory, while the third one is part of an evasive
trajectory.

Interestingly, these three segments are determined in inverse
order as opposed to their occurrences along the timeline. Con-
cretely, from t = t0 to t = t0 +Tthink, an evasive trajectory is
computed first, followed by the identification of a connective tra-
jectory, the two ends of which naturally determine the stitching
spots along the original and evasive trajectory.

B. Step One: Planning an Evasive Trajectory

Once obsnew is detected at t = t0, an evasive trajectory begins
to be planned based on the latest scenario layout. The evasive
trajectory planning scheme is about generating a trajectory to
connect the ego vehicle’s current pose at Trajoriginal(t0) and the
predefined goal pose (xend, yend, θend). This scheme is similar to
(6), except that some boundary constraints at t = t0 are reset.
Concretely, the following settings are deployed to replace the
corresponding ones listed in (3):

v(t0) = φ(t0) = a(t0) = ω(t0) = 0. (7)

The usage of (7) indicates that the ego vehicle is
treated as static at (Trajoriginal(t0).x, T rajoriginal(t0).y,
T rajoriginal(t0).θ), which is not the true status of the ego
vehicle at t0. At this point, we clarify the following two points.
First, this particular design reduces the solution failure risks
if a sampling-and-search-based planner (such as the hybrid
A∗ algorithm) is involved in the evasive trajectory planning
process, as we have mentioned in Section I.A. Second, although
(7) seems to cause trajectory discontinuity at t0, it is not really
a problem because the stitching spot is not set to t0, as we will
explain later.

To solve the concerned evasive trajectory planning problem,
this work adopts a lightweight two-layer parking trajectory
planner [5], which searches a coarse trajectory via the hybrid
A∗ algorithm and thereafter finds a local optimum by solving
a sequence of lightweight OCPs numerically. The resultant
trajectory is denoted as Trajevasive(t), the horizon of which
ranges from t = t0 to t0 + tend. Notably, tend becomes known
when Trajevasive(t) is available; tend no longer stands for the
terminal moment of the parking process due to our special design
in (7); Trajevasive(t) may not be locally optimal because [5] is
a near-optimal planner, which sacrifices the optimality for the
planning speed; Trajevasive(t) may not be close to the global
optimum because the adopted planner [5] relies heavily on the
hybrid A∗ algorithm to provide an initial guess, but the hybrid
A∗ algorithm does not guarantee global optimality.

C. Step Two: Generating Connective Trajectory Candidates

The evasive trajectory planned in Section III.B is not directly
useful because 1) it violates the vehicle’s true state at t0, and 2)
the ego vehicle is no longer located at Trajoriginal(t0) when the
evasive trajectory is available. Given that the evasive trajectory is
imperfect and not directly useful, one may flexibly use part of it.
One may deploy a connective trajectory, the two ends of which
link the original and evasive trajectories, respectively. If the two
ends of the connective trajectory are smartly selected, the overall
three-segment replanned trajectory would have a smaller cost
value than simply using an evasive trajectory. Thus a connective
trajectory deserves to be introduced.

This subsection introduces how to generate connective trajec-
tory candidates, each of which connects the original trajectory
and the evasive trajectory smoothly at its two ends. Let us sample
Noriginal equidistant poses along the original trajectory in the
temporal range [t0 +Tthink, tbrake]. Herein, tbrake < t1 denotes
the latest moment for the ego vehicle to begin a full brake so
that a collision with the buffer region of obsnew can be avoided.
Thus tbrake is the latest moment that satisfies

∣∣∣∣
0− Trajoriginal(tbrake).v

amax

∣∣∣∣+ tbrake < t1. (8)

Without loss of generality, let us focus on the ith sampled
pose (denoted as Trajoriginal(t

sample
i )) among all Noriginal ones.

The pose Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ) is taken as the starting point of

a candidate connective trajectory. The underlying endpoints
of this candidate trajectory include Nevasive equidistant poses
along the evasive trajectory Trajevasive(t) in the temporal range
[min(tsample

i +ΔTstart, tend),min(tsample
i +ΔTend, tend)].

ΔTstart and ΔTend are user-specified parameters, which are set
in proportional with the already known tend. As an example,
let us set the jth pose along the evasive trajectory as the
endpoint of the candidate connective trajectory and denote it
as Trajevasive(t

sample2
j ). We introduce a variable called tOE to

describe the movement that the ego vehicle reaches the end
endpoint Trajevasive(t

sample2
j ). Herein, it deserves to emphasize

that tOE has no relationship with tsample2
j at all. The following

two-point boundary constraints are needed if one formulates a
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candidate connective trajectory planning problem:

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(tsample
i )

y(tsample
i )

θ(tsample
i )

v(tsample
i )

φ(tsample
i )

a(tsample
i )

ω(tsample
i )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ).x

Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ).y

Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ).θ

T rajoriginal(t
sample
i ).v

Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ).φ

Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ).a

Trajoriginal(t
sample
i ).ω

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x(tOE)
y(tOE)
θ(tOE)
v(tOE)
φ(tOE)
a(tOE)
ω(tOE)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ).x

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ).y

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ).θ

T rajevasive(t
sample2
j ).v

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ).φ

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ).a

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ).ω

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(9)

A candidate connective trajectory is obtained through solving
the following time-optimal OCP:

Minimize
(
tOE − tsample

i

)
,

s.t., kinematic constraints(1), (2);

two point boundary constraints(9). (10)

In solving OCP (10) numerically, one discretizes it as a
nonlinear programming (NLP) problem and solves the NLP via
a gradient-based optimizer such as the interior-point method
(IPM) [2]. To facilitate the gradient-based optimization process,
an initial guess is provided by the Reeds-Shepp method [25] or
the line connection method [26].

Compared with (6), (10) is easier to solve because it does
not include any collision-avoidance constraint. If the solution
to (10), which is denoted as Trajcandidate_ij(t), does not involve
collisions with the obstacles [27], then it is approved and stored
for future usage.

Within the online computation period [t0, t0 +Tthink], an
evasive trajectory should be planned first, followed by planning
Noriginal ·Nevasive connective trajectory candidates in a sequence.
Note that the Noriginal ·Nevasive independent candidates can be
planned in parallel if multiple CPU cores are available. The
calculation process is terminated at t = t0 +Tthink even if not
all of the Noriginal ·Nevasive combinations have been tried.

D. Step Three: Selecting an Overall Replanned Trajectory

Suppose that NA valid candidate connective trajectories have
been stored by the moment t = t0 +Tthink. Each candidate
trajectory is used to build an overall replanning trajectory.
Without losing generality, we focus on one candidate trajectory
Trajcandidate_ij(t) among all of the NA ones. Suppose that the
candidate connective trajectory Trajcandidate_ij(t) connects the
original trajectory at the spot Trajoriginal(t

sample
i ) and connects

the evasive trajectory at Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ), the overall re-

planned trajectory is defined as

Trajreplanned(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Trajoriginal(t), ift ∈ [t0, t
sample
i )

Trajcandidate_ij(t), ift ∈ [tsample
i , tOE)

Trajevasive(t), ift ∈
[tOE, tOE + tend − tsample2

j ]

.

(11)
A replanned trajectory is built as per (11) for each of the NA

candidate trajectories. The overall replanned trajectory with the
lowest cost function value (i.e., tOE + tend − tsample2

j ) is selected
as the output of our proposed online trajectory replanner.

E. Removal Basic Assumption via a Fail-Safe Strategy

A trajectory replanner has been introduced in the preced-
ing few subsections. It is efficient if the assumption that the
ego vehicle completes the online trajectory replanning process
within Tthink seconds would hold. However, this assumption
does not always hold because 1) the adopted evasive trajectory
planner does have probabilities to fail [22], and 2) all of the
candidate connective trajectories may involve collisions, which
results in NA = 0. If the evasive trajectory planning process fails
during t ∈ [t0, t0 +Tthink], then there is no need to consider the
connective trajectory planning step further. If NA turns out to be
0, then the online replanning process should be taken as a failure.
If either of the aforementioned two events occurs, the ego vehicle
runs into an emergency status and immediately brakes until it
fully stops. The ego vehicle would not begin to move again until a
valid trajectory is successfully planned from the vehicle’s current
stopped pose regardless of fast or slow planners one may use.

Another assumption we held in the preceding subsections is
that (t1 − t0) is sufficiently long. Without it, tbrake < t0 +Tthink

is possible to hold, which is rather risky because the ego vehicle
would encounter an inevitable collision status if no solution
could be found by t = t0 +Tthink. To address this issue, we
request that the ego vehicle should simply begin to brake at the
moment t0 until it fully stops if tbrake < t0 +Tthink. The ego
vehicle would begin to move again after a valid trajectory is
planned successfully from the full-stop spot.

F. Overall Principle

Our proposed replanning method is summarized into the
following pseudo-codes.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section reports the simulation and experimental results.
Simulations are conducted to show that our replanner outper-
forms the existing methods in the solution quality. Real-world
experiments are conducted to investigate the online solution
speed of our method.

A. Simulation Setup

Simulations were implemented in a MATLAB platform and
were executed on an Intel Core i5-4460T CPU with 8.0 GB
RAM that runs at 1.90× 2 GHz. A 20m× 20m workspace
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Algorithm 1: Online Trajectory Replanning Method for
Automated Parking.
Input: Original trajectory Trajoriginal, current time t0, old

obstacles obsold, and newly detected obstacle obsnew;
Output: A replanned trajectory;

1. Identify t1 and tbrake;
2. If (tbrake < t0 +Tthink), then
3. Build a fail-safe trajectory that fully brakes with

maximum acceleration from t0;
4. Return;
5. End if
6. Plan an evasive trajectory Trajevasive(t) via [5];
7. Initialize a set Υ = ∅ for candidate trajectories;
8. For each i ∈ {1, . . . ,Noriginal}, do
9. For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,Nevasive}, do
10. Plan a candidate connective trajectory

Trajcandidate(t) from the pose
Trajoriginal(t

sample
i ) to the pose

Trajevasive(t
sample2
j ) by solving (10);

11. If footprint(Trajcandidate(t)) �⊂
obsnew ∪ obsold, then

12. Emplace Trajcandidate(t) in Υ;
13. End if
14. End for
15. End for
16. If (Trajevasive(t) = ∅) ∪ (NA = 0), then
17. Build a fail-safe trajectory that fully

brakes with maximum acceleration from
t0 +Tthink;

18. End if
19. Initialize Jcur_best = +∞;
20. For each Trajcandidate(t) ∈ Υ, do
21. Construct an overall replanned trajectory Traj via

(11) and measure its cost Jcur;
22. If (Jcur_best > Jcur), then
23. Set Trajreplanned(t)← Traj, Jcur_best ← Jcur;
24. End if
25. end for
26. Return.

is defined as the concerned parking scenario. Our simulations
are tested on eight typical cases among the benchmark cases
reported in [5]. In each case, the original parking trajectory
is planned offline via [2]. A new obstacle is added online
with t0 = γ0 · tf and t1 = γ1 · tf , where γ0 ∈ [0.1, 0.3] and
γ1 ∈ [0.6, 0.9] are uniformly distributed random values. The
new obstacle is a polygon with four vertices, the area of which
is a random value ranging from 0 to 9.0m2. The evasive tra-
jectory is planned online via [5], wherein the NLP solver is
an open-source version of IPM, namely IPOPT in its 3.13.4
version [28], while the linear solver embedded in IPOPT is
set to ma27 [29]. Basic parametric settings for simulations
are listed in Table I, while other settings can be found in
https://github.com/libai1943/ParkingTrajectoryReplanner.

TABLE I
PARAMETRIC SETTINGS FOR SIMULATIONS

B. On the Efficiency of Our Replanner

This subsection uses a typical benchmark case to show the
efficiency of the proposed replanner. The replanned trajectory is
depicted in Fig. 3(a), the continuity of which is further reflected
by the steering angle and velocity profiles in Fig. 3(b). Recall
that a replanned trajectory consists of three segments, Fig. 3(b)
clearly shows that no discontinuity exists between adjacent
segments. Fig. 3(c) illustrates the footprints of the ego vehicle
along the replanned trajectory, which shows that the replanned
trajectory does not involve any collision with the obstacles.
Fig. 3(d) presents all valid candidate connective trajectories
derived by t0 + Tthink, among which the one that makes the
gross cost minimized is selected. Simulation results on two
extra cases are depicted in Fig. 4. More results are available
at www.bilibili.com/video/BV1HP4y1H7jy.

Particularly in Fig. 4(b), the replanned trajectory is not homo-
topic with the evasive trajectory. This means that our replanner
can alter the homotopy class if a better one is found during
the selection of a qualified connective trajectory [30], [31].
This property allows the proposed replanner to improve the
global optimality of the solution especially when the hybrid A∗
algorithm (or other sampling-and-search-based ones that do not
guarantee optimality) is involved in the replanning process.

C. On the Superiority of Our Replanner

This subsection investigates the solution quality of the pro-
posed trajectory replanner by comparing it with some existing
methods. Table II defines the comparable methods and reports
the comparative results.

Table II reflects the algorithm performance w.r.t. solution
quality. In this table, Algorithm 2 is about solving the nominal
replanning problem directly via numerical optimization [2],
which is widely known to run slowly. Although Algorithm 2
has no chance to be an online replanner, it serves as a baseline

https://github.com/libai1943/ParkingTrajectoryReplanner
www.bilibili.com/video/BV1HP4y1H7jy
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Fig. 3. Trajectory replanning result of a typical simulation case: (a) Com-
parison among original, evasive, and replanned trajectories; (b) Continuity
of state profiles in association with the derived replanned trajectory; (c)
Footprints along the replanned trajectory; and (d) Valid candidate connective
trajectories.

TABLE II
DEFINITION OF COMPARABLE METHODS AND COMPARATIVE RESULTS

TABLE III
SIMULATION RESULTS ABOUT PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY

approach to evaluate the optimality of other online replanners. In
dealing with a specified case, we assume that method X obtains
a replanned trajectory with a cost value cx while Algorithm 2
obtains one with c2, then the optimality loss rate of method X,
denoted as rx, is defined as

rx ≡ cx − c2
c2

. (12)

The average optimality loss rate index is calculated based on
300 random cases. Notably, we only focus on the cases that all of
the four comparable algorithms succeed for fairness. According
to Table II, one can conclude that the computational stitching
method (Algorithm 4) is more efficacious to improve the solu-
tion quality than the conventional stitching method, while our
proposed method outperforms both of them (Algorithms 3 and
4).

D. Parametric Sensitivity of Our Replanner

This subsection investigates the parametric sensitivity of the
proposed replanner by changing some critical parameters listed
in Table I. In this work, we focus on making changes to Noriginal

and Nevasive. The solution quality is measured by the criterion
called the average rate of optimality loss. It is calculated in the
same way as introduced in the preceding subsection, but this
time, the sampling number grows to 500.

The simulation results reported in Table III indicate that the
performance of our proposal is generally stable unless Noriginal

is set too small. Setting Noriginal or Nevasive excessively large
does not have enough benefits in improving the cost function
value.
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Fig. 4. Trajectory replanning simulation results of another two benchmark
cases.

E. Experimental Setups and Results

Aside from simulations, real-world experiments are con-
ducted, which show the realizability and runtime of our proposed
replanner.

As depicted in Fig. 5(a), a small-sized car-like robot drives
in a 2 m × 2 m indoor scenario occupied by circular obstacles.
Those circular obstacles are approximately treated as polygons
with many vertices in using our proposed replanner. Fig. 5(b)
shows that a unique AprilTag is placed on the top of the car-
like robot and each obstacle for visual localization through a

Fig. 5. Real-world experimental scenario and setups: (a) scenario layout;
(b) car-like robot; (c) birds-eye-view camera.

Fig. 6. Typical experimental results: (a) an obstacle addition action during
online tracking process; (b) visualization of replanning performance in Rviz of
ROS.

birds-eye-view camera equipped on a two-meter-high cross-
beam (Fig. 5(c)). The derived localization information is sent to
a desktop PC, which is configured as an AMD R7-5800H CPU
running at 3.80× 8 GHz with 32.0 GB RAM. The source codes
of the proposed replanner are written in C++ and implemented
in ROS under the Linux (Ubuntu20.04) environment. The cam-
era monitors the environmental changes and vehicle location
with a frequency of 30Hz. Once a critical environmental change
is detected, the replanning module is triggered in the desktop
PC [32], and the resultant replanned trajectory is sent to the
car-like robot via ZigBee for closed-loop tracking. In trajectory
tracking, a PID controller is used for longitudinal tracking and
a pure-pursuit controller tracks laterally. Both controllers work
with a frequency of 30Hz.
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In using the proposed replanner, we adopt the following
critical settings: Noriginal = 5, Nevasive = 6, and Tthink = 2.0s.
Averagely, it takes 79.60ms to generate a candidate connective
trajectory. Given that eight threads work in parallel to plan those
candidates, the gross CPU time consumed for online replanning
(including the generation of an evasive trajectory) is 323.00ms
on average, which does not exceed the assigned two-second
duration for Tthink. This indicates that the proposed replanner is
efficacious. A typical experimental result is depicted in Fig. 6.
More results are presented in the supplementary video.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a trajectory replanning method
for automated parking. Selecting among candidate connective
trajectories greedily is an innovation in our proposal, which has
a chance to promote the solution quality with no sacrifice in
the solution speed. According to our conducted simulations, the
proposed replanner ensures collision avoidance, kinematic fea-
sibility, and parameter insensitivity. According to our real-world
experiments, the proposed replanner runs fast enough so that the
algorithm design is easy to implement online.

As an interesting phenomenon we found during the simu-
lations, the deployment of a connective trajectory allows that
the replanned trajectory is not homotopic with the evasive one,
which may inspire future studies to examine how to enhance
the global optimality in the community of robotics motion
planning.
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